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tnre or field coils more than 72 degrees Fahr. above the surrounding atmosphere.
The machine shall be self-exciting and shall maintain a practically constant voltage with the load varying from half to full load when driven at a uniform speed. They shall be able to run in multiple with each other and divide the load proportionately among them without it being necessary for the attendant to adjust regulating devices.
With each generator shall be furnished:             Smen*n
One Main Switch of suitable capacity for the machine.
One Automatic Circuit Breaker.
One Lightning Arrester.
One Weston Illuminated Dial Ammeter reading to 500.
One Field Rheostat.
One Four Point Potential Switch.
And with each complete proposition the following:
One Weston Volt Meter reading from o to 650 volts.
One Weston Illuminated Dial shunted station or bus ammeter reading to 2,000 amperes.
Seven feeder panels, each one to have the following instruments upon it:
One Maine Switch to carry 250 amperes.
One Weston Illuminated Dial Ammeter read-Ing 250 amperes.
One Automatic Circuit; Breaker, suitable for panel, and such minor details as go to complete the system of the Contractor.
All to be mounted upon marblei'/ed slate panels of suitable size to build into a switchboard. No wood or other combustible material can be used in the construction of these instruments.
Carbon brushes are preferred, and when car- »"«* l>on brushes are used brush holders shall be so designed as to clamp the carbon brush securely and have a practically solid connection to binding post from which the flexible cables lead to .switchboard. The object being to prevent heating of the brushes and the electrical loss common to some machines faulty in this respect. Should the type of generator bid upon be such as to necessitate copper brushes the builder of said machine will state fully how such brushes are made and secured.

